
I am an Xray Tech. A Radiographic Technologist. And, on a daily basis, I tell people 
what to do or, how to stand or be and then I press a button. It may sound simple and if it truly 
were then it would be a cinch but it's more elaborate than that. Foremost, the images I produce 
could contribute to early diagnosis ofpathology and then ultimately, the healing process. In that 
process, I try to perform not just satisfactory care but distinctively professional, conscientious and 
personal care. 

I was told recently that a patient I had seen made a comment that I was so nice to her. "Do 
you remember the lady? She was wearing a blue shirt?" My co-worker asked me. I did remember 
her, but as far as I am concerned it could have been anyone or everyone wearing that blue shirt. 
The point is that I am cordial to every single patient while they are in our dept and seek to make 
everyone feel welcome, dignified and enjoyed. 

Although the job description may include producing diagnostic imagery, a well rounded 
xray tech, and potentially a Techll, typically performs a multitude more. Patient care and safety, 
operating as a team member, providing quality customer service are just a few more assignments 
that are appJicable to the job. Taking on just one of these responsibilities can be daunting for 
some people. Despite that, I try to perform as many of these duties, as often as I can, as a matter 
ofconvention and normalcy. 

As patients proceed from Diagnostic hnaging, out into the world, whether it is towards 
home, work, or a medical specialist for further care, their chiefcomplaint goes with them. I can't 
change that, but while I am with a patient, I can make them feel comfortable and talk to them and 
for just a few minutes maybe they are not entirely consumed with their medical problems. 

I aim for that with every patient and in the few minutes people join me in DI for their 
procedure, I try to make that encounter as valuable as I can for them. We laugh, chat and 
sometimes I just listen and giving people that time is valuable to me. 

I hope that my sense ofdrive, to do well at my job and do well for my patients will be 
conveyed through this narrative, and by shedding light on my accomplishments as an Xray Tech, 
progression to a TechII will be considered not just suitable for me but the logical next step. 



I've been an xray tech at MCH for' years. In that time period I have become 
proficient with all the tools we use on a daily basis, made strong professional 
relationships within our department and beyond, and have spread a constructive and 
positive approach to the everyday grind. 

I have become familiar with all the software we use on a daily basis. One is the 
hospital information systems which includes CPSI and its counterpart Chartlink. Another 
is the radiology information systems, including Philips isite, isuite, and iradiology which 
each interface with CPS!. Our film processing software includes, Fuji Film, Philips DR. 
The electronic charting system used by the emergency department, Picis. And ancillary 
systems such as Bissons film storage database and Amion physician scheduling. I feel 
very comfortable using the tools we have available at MCH. I know what they can 
provide me in terms offunctionality and data and I can use most of these tools to the full 
extend of there ability. It seems I have become a go-to person in the core for re-teaching 
the use of these types oftools. 

I feel I have a professional rapport with staff in our department and throughout the 
hospital. I'm cheerful, polite and engaging to everyone I interact with and that goes a 
long way in terms ofmaking relationships, even ifthose relationships are built without 
ever meeting face to face but entirely over the telephone. For example, we know each 
others voice and even though we're on a first name basis I don't think I could pick 
or from med-surg out of a line up! 

I follow through with all my assignments and undertakings. I always perform the 
optional things such as that extra phone call confmning receipt of information. I had a 
recent request from "to fax some paper work electronically and since I 
know CPSI can be a little unreliable at times, I called her to confirm the receipt and she 
was very thankful that I took that extra step. In that way I am accountable for my work 
and feel like that behavior rubs offon co workers and perhaps contributes to the character 
and perception ofour department. 

We have a volunteer team at MCH who carry out several tasks around the hospital 
daily. One ofthem is transport ofpatients throughout the hospital. I know they have other 
patients to care for and may be busy, so I'm always glad to walk my patients back up to 
their rooms. I've been told by nursing staff that that sort of thing is a rarity and they 
appreciate it! This level ofprofessionalism will expectantly be regarded as a good 
leadership strategy. 

Occasionally, I have been asked to fill in for our lead technologist 
in the xray core. I had some hesitation when she first asked me to do so because it 
seemed like a large step. Prior substitutes had five or more years ofexperience in 
diagnostic imaging at MCH and I wasn't sure if my inexperience would hinder the work 
flow in the core. However, my comfort level in that area has increased and I've filled in 
for several times since. 



In addition to coordinating the workflow, taught me how to monitor issues with 
outstanding transcriptions in radiology and overdue reports requiring radiologists' 
electronic signature. Rectifying these issues requires some tact and logical problem 
solving skills. I don't want to be a nag to the radiologists so I need to pick appropriate 
times to discuss the things I need them to do for me. I have caught a few issues and by 
fixing them quickly, it "closes the loop" on stray exams. 

As a leader, I am a vigorous worker. This is a great quality in a natura1leader. I 
try to stay busy and on top of the tasks assigned to me. When I am not busy with patients, 
I have earned the responsibility ofsome quality assurance tasks such as constancy testing 
ofour processing systems. I have been collecting S-value infonnation from our Fuji 
workstations and encourage continued dose consciousness. I enjoy these responsibilities, 
as they are never ending, and I hope they will be expanded to all MCH imaging sites. 
Occasionally I will be asked to crunch some numbers for various perfonnance 
improvement projects when it comes to timeliness ofreporting and EDIDI 
communication. Every time I do these types ofprojects, I learn something about the 
process of reporting, charging or policy. I continue to grow with this additional 
knowledge and I look forward to future projects. 

The level ofenjoyment I get out of routine encounters with patients will, with any 
hope, serve to allay some daily stress that I sense around me. A recent encounter with a 
patient started out with some chit chat, and left me thinking about it still. We talked about 
his career before retirement as an artist in NYC. I asked about what he did and he said, 
"whatever my clients told me to". I sensed the humor in it and we smiled. I brought up an 
Israeli artist I am familiar with who creates in NYC and my patient had heard ofhim. The 
time we shared talking lasted just a few minutes and we just seemed to be on the same 
page (we also completed his exam!) I love having these types ofmoments with people 
that resonate with me. Moments like this are genuine and I believe patients carry that 
feeling forward and spread the word that MCH is a great place to go to receive their care. 

I know that not everyone wants to have chit chat, so I try to sense that and let 
them lead. I feel I've done my job well every day that I provide a higher comfort level to 
my patients. In this way I feel that my customer service is authentic and seen as such by 
my patients. In this type ofwork, customer service is often one in the same with patient 
care. So when patients will benefit more from a wann blanket or a delicate transfer from 
wheel chair to bed or gentle positioning ofa fractured bone rather than conversation, I try 
to provide that too. Still, I always say "nice to meet you" or, "thanks for coming down" 
(to in-patients) and always make sure people are comfortable when I leave with the bed 
in a good position or lights dimmed. 



I was once told that all xray techs are button pushers but that good button pushers 
need to know the right buttons to push and ifthey don't, they will figure it out. 
Truthfully, we are more than just button pushers and I am confident that I will continue to 
learn and grow professionally at MCH. As a clinical preceptor to Southern Maine 
Community College's Radiography students, I try to convey this message during their 
training. It's a good feeling to contribute to the student experience and influencing those 
people in their professionaljoumey. ' 

As I conclude this narrative, I recognize I've spent the majority ofit claiming that 
I'm outstanding. However, I try to remain humble. After all, my goal here is to greet 
patients pleasantly as ifI've been expecting them, communicate how I need them to 
cooperate and then position and instruct them in order to provide the radiologists with 
high quality radiographs so that they may diagnose disease. My familiarity with the tools 
we use and my capacity for more responsibilities, my commitment to excellent service 
and fmally, the confidence I have in my ability to adapt to all the changes I am sure will 
keep coming, combine to make me comfortable as a leader and a Rad Tech II at MCH. 


